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 As detailed in our sister product, Virtual Music Studio, Virtual Drumline includes both drum kits and percussion instruments
which you can use as a single library or combine and expand with other Virtual Drumline instruments and kits. Virtual Drumline
has 3 levels of kits, ranging from the less complex to more complex. In addition, Virtual Drumline contains drum-strips, voice

samples, and articulations, all in DRUMBASE format, for use in any computer-based sampler and virtual instrument. In
addition, Virtual Drumline comes with a comprehensive tutorial for novice drummers, including drum-strips, drum-moves,

articulations and voice samples. It's that time again! The complete Virtual Drumline library is now available for just $99, which
is over 50% off the normal price. This library has been highly acclaimed by the virtual drumming community as the standard
sample library for drumming. Get it while the price is low! If you are interested in other Virtual Drumline products, Virtual
Drumline VST, VST3 & AU are available for $29 each. We are now offering a brand new version of Virtual Drumline (ver.

3.3), at the same price and with all new features. Among the highlights are 3.3's new drum kits, new sample replacement, new
articulations, new audio mixing, new cinematic and cinematic-smooth drum-breaks, and a host of other new features, and

updates! With more than 150 drum-kits included (150 kits and 2,000 drum-strokes each), Virtual Drumline will allow you to
take your drumming to a whole new level. Virtual Drumline includes every type of drum kit, from marching, concert and theater
drum kits, and percussion, to high-end studio kits, and even custom kits. Virtual Drumline is fully customizable and expandable
- you can change any of the kits to create your own custom kits with the kit components you want. The Kontakt sound engine

allows for an unlimited number of custom kits, which are ready to use in any of the instruments in the library. Virtual Drumline
also contains every type of percussion instrument, from the timpani, hi-hats, glockenspiel, marimba, and xylophone, to shakers,

cymbals, bongos, and congas. Virtual Drumline is an easy-to-use drumming library and virtual instrument. It 82157476af
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